
10 PROFITABLE OPPORTUNITIES  
NOW YOU’RE A DRONE PILOT

YOU HAVE YOUR CERTIFICATE, 
BUT NOW WHAT?
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CONGRATULATIONS, 
YOU ARE NOW PART OF 
THE COMMERCIAL
DRONE INDUSTRY!

The commercial drone market is estimated by PWC to be worth $127 billion by 2030 
across a wide range of sectors from infrastructure and media to agriculture and 
security. As a Commercial Drone Pilot you are open to working in multiple industries 
or you can specialise in a sector. It’s time to do some research and find out more 
about what services are required in your businesses location and what services you 
would like to specialise in.

As a Commercial Drone Pilot with your A2 CofC or GVC you are now part of 
the commercial drone industry.
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A2 CofC / GVC

Equipment

Business plan

Additional 
Training

Software

YOUR DRONE BUSINESS CHECKLIST

Work for the Emergency Services
Of all the sectors no industry has grown faster in the adoption of drones than the emergency sector.
This includes police, fire services and search and rescue organisations. Thermal camera’s in particular
have become a real game-changer such as the Parrot Anafi Thermal which combines an RGB image
alongside a thermal image which helps assist emergency operations.
Police and Fire services around the UK are moving toward having internal drone teams but still use
external pilots on occasions where they don’t have the funding for enterprise level equipment. You
may want to apply to become a drone operator within an internal drone team or you could offer
your services to organisations in your area as a hire service. To do this we advise that you upskill in
Thermography and learn to use a Thermal camera.

1

Learn how to capture, process and analyse thermal images captured 
by drone.
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Work in Media
Anyone can buy a drone, fly it and take basic photographs but to work in media you will need additional
training to perfect your aerial photography and videography skills. Being a drone camera operator for
professional, cinematic projects like the likes of Phillip Bloom requires experience, additional training
and attention to detail. Working in media is technically-demanding and requires a unique skill set,
however nothing stops you from starting an agency that hires out such people to the local film industry.
Outsourcing is a great way to leverage skills from others so you don’t lose the work. Even if you aren’t
the right person to actually do the job you can be a comfortable middleman! Alternatively, you could
upskill yourself as a cinematic drone pilot with a Drone Filming and Imagery Masterclass.

A second option is to monetise your incredible videos and photographs. Every minute your drone
isn’t in the air it’s not making you any money. Content is king on the web today and if you build up
a quality library you can earn a steady passive income on sites such as Shutterstock, Unsplash and
iStock. Specialising will help streamline your content production, for example you might focus on
nature, or architecture. Finally, if there is a special or notable event going on where you live, cover it
and sell the stock footage or photos to news outlets or those willing to pay for quality content.
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Check out content marketing sites to find out how much you could get paid.
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Become a drone instructor & consultant
Now you are a qualified commercial drone pilot with quality flight time under your belt why not 
use your expertise to train beginner pilots. With the industry booming there is no shortage of people
wanting to get into the game of flying drones. But, as you’ll well know, learning to operate a drone
safely and comply with all the laws and regulation can be a daunting experience. You could help
newbie pilots get through all the red-tape, purchase equipment, learn to fly their drone and apply for
the training courses needed to get them well on the road to becoming a commercial pilot. Make sure
that you consider whether you will enjoy this process as you’ll need bags of patience, knowledge and
charisma to make it work.
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Find out if there are companies who need trainers in your
area or start your own consultancy.
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Join our exclusive COPTRZ Pilots group
Open up your network by joining the ‘COPTRZ Pilots’ Facebook group and leverage an incredible
opportunity to learn from the experience, network and know-how of your trainers and peer
pilots in the group. This group has an exclusive membership and the benefits of joining will truly
impact you as a pilot and business owner. Once a member, you’ll have exclusive access discounts,
webinars and product demonstrations before anyone else!
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Work in inspection5
Drones have revolutionized the industrial inspection sector by providing high quality data capture
quicker and safer than traditional methods. Technology such as high definition cameras, sensors
and confined space drones are allowing businesses to conduct inspections for damage and
malfunctions without putting the workforce in danger.

Tall buildings, wind turbines, power lines, pipelines, warehouses and tanks are all regularly
checked to ensure there are no faults or damages. Dependent on the regularity of these
inspections businesses may or may not have an internal drone team. If they don’t they’ll be
open to hiring freelance drone pilots for regular work which is a great opportunity to perform a
valuable service.

Make sure you look into the certification you’ll need in order to become an outsourced inspector
as this is regulated differently in every country. Safety of the inspection team is vital and most
important to a company.

Head to our blog to find out more about using drones 
in the inspection sector.
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Learn about Photogrammetry and 3D Mapping
As well as aerial photography, drones are a great way to capture 2D data in order to create 3D
maps. Pix4D is the leading UAV photogrammetry software. It has been specifically designed for
users who want to make 3D maps and point clouds from data captured from their drone. It’s one
of the most popular software packages on the market, however, making full use of the platform
is hard without a helping hand. Getting training in specialist areas can set you aside from the rest
and positions you as an expert in the industry.

Coptrz provided 1-2 day 3D mapping workshops that teach you how to create 3D maps using the data 
captured by your drone. Adding this as a service will set you apart from the competition and open you 
up to sectors such as construction, conservation and surveying.
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Work in Surveying
COPTRZ have worked with some of the country’s largest surveying and construction businesses
by incorporating drones into their workflow such as Costain, Jacobs, Murphy’s and the Mclaren
Group. It’s clear to see that using drones for surveying applications is big business.

One of the biggest fears in the industry is that drones will replace in-the-field surveyors one day
as drones can provide mass data at speed. Quite on the contrary. Even though drones make life
for a land surveyor easier, companies will still need professionals who can collect, process and
analyse, interpret outputs and operate the drones.

Stay ahead of the game by investing in the training required to work in Photogrammetry, LiDAR
and mission planning and you could open up opportunities to work in this sector freelance or
full time. It also might be a consideration to invest in specialist equipment to capture this type of
data such as fixed wing drones or metric cameras.
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Head to our blog to find out more about using drones 
in the surveying sector.
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Learn more about our OFQUAL level 5 award for 
chief pilots course.

Invest in your pilot training with OFQUAL 5
As the drone industry develops at such a rapid rate, benchmarked qualifications of competence
and good practice are essential for drone businesses to expand their operations safely and to a
universal standard. There’s plenty more to learn and improve upon from those initial foundations
that are touched upon by your A2 CofC and GVC studies but not a lot of clear options to further
your pilot education and enhance your professional standing.

We believe the OFQUAL 5 Commercial Drone Operations for Chief Pilots is the solution. This
5-day course is geared towards high-level operators, or those who might be managing a team
or network of operators. On the course you’ll cover at a high level academic ground school,
operational management as well as Thermography, Surveying and Inspection techniques.
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Hire your drone out
Drones are expensive and often people only need them for a specific reason or occasion. Even
justifying the cost of buying a drone outright a business would have to consider an A2 CofC or
a GVC and training a pilot at the minimum. This is where you come in, hiring your drone means
hiring you as a pilot too. With the hire sector it pays to be reactive and able to quickly plan last 
minute flights at ease. It may also be worth seeking extra permissions such as flying at 650ft 
or operate in congested areas like London.

What goes without saying is as demand increases, you’ll need to invest in additional equipment
and operators in order to grow your business. Popular sectors reliant on hiring drone pilots are
the media and film, creative agencies, retail and real estate sector.
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Event coverage
Drones are expensive and often people only need them for a specific reason or occasion. Even
justifying the cost of buying a drone outright a business would have to consider an A2 CofC or
a GVC and training a pilot at the minimum. This is where you come in, hiring your drone means
hiring you as a pilot too. With the hire sector it pays to be reactive and able to quickly plan last 
minute flights at ease. It may also be worth seeking extra permissions such as flying at 650ft 
or operate in congested areas like London.

What goes without saying is as demand increases, you’ll need to invest in additional equipment
and operators in order to grow your business. Popular sectors reliant on hiring drone pilots are
the media and film, creative agencies, retail and real estate sector.
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www.coptrz.com

Registered in England and Wales 10048724

Call: 0330 111 7177   Email: info@coptrz.com 


